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INTERNAL REVENUE CODE §6015: A VIEWPOINT ON THE SOCIAL INJUSTICES
OF THE UNITED STATES TAX LAW

Caitlin Giudice, Amy Zumbahlen, and Darryl Brown*
Business Administration Department, Illinois Wesleyan University

Under US income tax laws, couples, whose marriages are recognized under federal law, may file
a joint US income tax return as though the income of both spouses were earned by one spouse.
This approach benefits both the government as well as the taxpayer. More often than not, returns
of this type involve only one income earner. The other non-income earning spouse is generally
unaware of the filing status, tax liability, and, many times, level of income of the joint tax return.
Thus, it is likely that the non-income earning spouse signs the tax return (under penalties of
perjury) even though she knows very little, especially as it pertains to the income and the related
taxes, about the return, To the extent that there is a tax return deficiency, the Internal Revenue
Service ("IRS") may pursue collection against either spouse. This is the case whether the couple
is separated, divorced, or even where one spouse is deceased. Internal Revenue Code §601S(f)
provides innocent spouse relief in cases where the IRS has pursued collection against the
innocent (non-income earning) spouse. This is based on the presumption that the taxpayer who
filed the income tax return did so without fully informing their spouse about their financial
position and implications on the income tax return.

Thus, §601S(f) is designed to provide

equitable relief by relieving the innocent spouse of the income tax liability because the innocent
spouse does not have the wherewithal to pay the income tax. The present study examines 1) the
complexities of the US tax law in this area, and

2) the difference between the intent of Congress

and IRS policy toward and application of §601S(f), Our work shows that IRS policy toward and
application of §601S(f) is inconsistent with Congressional intent and places an undue burden on
innocent spouses, particularly in the case of battered or abandoned spouses,

We conclude by

discussing alternative approaches and applications of §601S(f), including tax policy proposals
that provide the relief intended under §601S(f). Our study contributes to a long strearn of
literature that emphasizes the need and recognizes the ability to promote social justice through
our income tax laws.

